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Minimal Order Bilinear Observer for High Performance Control 

of Induction Motor Taking Core Loss into Account

Mohammad Abdul MANNAN*, Toshiaki MURATA*, Junji TAMURA* and Takeshi TSUCHIYA**

This paper presents a minimal order rotor current and rotor flux observer for an indirect field oriented induction 
motor drive with consideration of core loss due to eddy current from the viewpoint of nonlinear observer using 
bilinear model. The state equations for an induction motor were derived which behaved as a bilinear system in 
terms of the product of input and state variables. The design of the proposed observer is based on Lyapunov's 
stability method whose estimation error converges to zero exponentially irrespective of the inputs. We have also 

proposed a control system by using multi-input and multi-output optimal regulator theory. The estimated rotor 
current and rotor flux are fed back to the multi-input and multi-output optimal regulator. Simulation results are 

presented to show the validity of the proposed controller as well as rotor current and rotor flux estimation of 
induction motor drive.
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1. Introduction

Due to the inherent limitations, DC motors have been 

replaced in the industrial application by the induction 

motor (IM) drive in terms of the vector control technique, 

also known as field oriented control (FOC) for high perfor-

mance. However, the general FOC theory was derived 

under the assumption that the core loss may be neglected. 

This idealization is not met in practice where core loss 

exists.

The effects of core loss in the orthogonal-axis model of 

electrical machines have been investigated1). Also, a 

model with a steady state equivalent resistance for re-

presenting the core loss has been suggested in [1]. The 

proposed equivalent resistance model in [1] has been 
applied in [2, 5] for the detail analysis of different types of 

FOC of IM under the steady state condition.

The authors of [2, 3] have investigated the core loss 

effects in the FOC of IM and showed that the core loss 

deteriorates the performance of FOC because the output 

torque and flux differ from the reference torque and flux. 

The proper decoupling control of rotor flux and torque by 

setting the stator d-q axis current as a reference for the 

indirect FOC (IFOC) neglecting core loss has been devel-

oped in many research works such as [4]. The decoupling 

control with consideration of core loss for IFOC3) in steady 

state condition and direct FOC3) have been developed for 

precise operation in the industrial applications which are 

very complex in terms of the mathematical model and 

controller design. The IFOC in [2] has been accomplished 

using conventional PI controller. However, the conven-

tional PI controller can be designed simply but it is not 

stable under the variation of parameters and load torque 

disturbance. Also, slip calculation of IFOC depends on 

rotor resistance, which changes due to the rising tempera-

ture.

The control of LM drive using multi-input and multi-

output (MIMO) optimal regulator has been proposed in 

[4, 5]. It is clarified in [4, 5] that the MIMO optimal 

regulator is stable against the variation of parameter and 

load torque disturbance. Therefore, MIMO optimal regu-

lator is better than conventional PI controller. In [5], we 

designed MIMO optimal regulator to improve efficiency of 

IM drive taking core loss into account without any 

observer for estimation of IM drive.

In the IFOC, the reference magnetizing current and slip 

angular frequency are calculated by the rotor flux where 

core loss is taken into account2). Consequently, the estima-

tion of states of IM has become a very important issue in 

control applications of IM drives. The estimation tech-

niques for the IM drives are very fascinating and challeng-

ing subjects of R & D, and recently, they have received 

wide attention in the research works6),7) Most of those
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observers are designed only to estimate rotor flux with 

neglected core loss in stationary reference frame in a 

linear form. The rotor current and rotor flux interfere 

with each other due to the effects of core loss. Therefore, 

it is important to estimate rotor current and rotor flux as 

a compensation for the degradation of core loss.

In this paper, we proposed a control system by using 

MIMO optimal regulator theory from the standpoint of 

modern control to overcome the complexity of conven-

tional decoupling control in which the simple state equa-

tions are used to realize the FOC. The FOC with consider-

ation of core loss can be easily done by the combination of 

stator voltage and primary angular frequency as inputs in 

the controller7). The slip frequency is found out directly 

from the proposed controller to achieve the constraints of 

IFOC and the proposed controller is stable for the varia-

tion of load disturbance torque and parameters unlike 

conventional vector control.

To implement MIMO optimal regulator, the state equa-

tions are derived as internal states of the stator current, 

rotor current, rotor flux and rotor speed where the stator 

current and rotor speed are measurable only. Since the 

state equations of an IM with consideration of core loss in 

a synchronously rotating reference frame have behaved as 

bilinear, we proposed a minimal order observer for 

bilinear system of IM to estimate the rotor current and 

rotor flux. The state computation time of the proposed 

observer is less than that of the full-order observer. The 

estimation error using the proposed observer method con-

verges to zero irrespective of inputs. As a result, the 

proposed observer is suitable for working with the MIMO 

optimal regulator.

Simulation results demonstrate that MIMO optimal 

regulator control is capable of realizing FOC in spite of the 

degradation of core loss and the proposed estimation 

method is capable of estimating the rotor current and 

rotor flux while the rotor speed is either constant or time 

varying. Using. Matlab/Simulink11), simulations were 

carried out. The simulation results show the good 

response of proposed controller and observer system.

2. Model and Equations for the Induction Motor 

with Consideration of Core Loss

A. Physical Model

In the d-q axis equivalent circuit for FOC of IM con-

sidering core loss due to eddy current2),5), a resistance Rm 

is connected in parallel across the internal induced voltage 

branch. The d-q axis equivalent circuit of an IM in a 

synchronously rotating reference frame is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. l Space vector equivalent circuit of an IM taking core 

loss into account

Fig. l represents the combination of a well-known field 

oriented control d-q axis equivalent circuit with neglected 

core loss and a conventional approach to core loss model-

ing in a steady state phasor equivalent circuit. The re-

sistance of this equivalent circuit depends on the frequency 

and flux level, and the ohmic value of Rm can be deter-

mined experimentally, which is investigated in detail in 

[1, 2].

B. Voltage and Flux Linkage Equations

The voltages and fluxes linkage equations with consider-

ation of core loss due to the eddy current of an IM in a d-q 

axis synchronously rotating reference frame (called arbi-

trary reference frame) can be written as:

v1=rlil+ll(dil/dt)+jwe(2.1

0=r212+(dD2/dt)+j(we-wm(2.2

ei-Rmti=(dPg/dt)+jwe(2.3

   ~1=llil(2.4

cp2= 1212+ q(2.5

Pg=Ml

i+ lm=71(2.6

The torque developed in an IM is obtained from the 

power balance at the rotor terminals. This torque is given 

by

Te= pIm(i2

(dim/dt)=-(D/J)~m+(PIJ)(T(2.7

Symbols r1, r2, Rm indicate stator, rotor and core loss 

resistances. Ls, Lr indicate stator and rotor self -indutan-

ces. l1, l2 indicate stator and rotor leakage inductances. 

M, p indicate mutual inductance and number of pole pair. 

ƒÖe, ƒÖm, ws indicate primary, rotor and slip speeds. v1, ei 

indicate stator and internal induced voltage vectors. i1, i2, 

im, ii indicate stator, rotor, magnetizing and core loss 

current vectors. ƒ³1, ƒ³2, Pg indicate stator, rotor and air 

gap flux vectors. Te, TL indicate electromagnetic and load 

torques. J, D indicate total inertia and damping factor. ƒ¢ 

k indicate the first difference value and sampling time. 

•gT•h, •gs•h indicate the transposition of matrix and steady 

state value.
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C. State Equations of the Physical Model

The state equations with neglecting core loss were 

derived4) in which the state variables are considered as 

stator current, rotor flux and rotor speed. Only by these 

states the physically insight of FOC of IM cannot be 

realized where core loss exists. For this purpose, we 

considered the state variables are rotor speed (wm), stator 

current (i1), rotor current (i2) and rotor flux (ƒ³2).

From equations (2.1)•`(2.7), we can derive the state 

equations as

(dwm/dt)--(D/J)wm+(P/J)Te'((2.8

(di1/dt)=aru i+jaiiiii+ar

r13~2-jwsii+2.9

di2/dt)=ar2lll+ar2212+7ai2

            +jai23~2-)ws(2.10

   (dP2/dt)=ar32i2-(2.11

where, aril=-(rl+Rm)/ll, aill-

mLr/M11, arl3=Rm/M11, ar21=-R

    ar22" -R/l2, ai22= - wm, ar23-Rm/M

    ai23=wm/l2, ar32--r2, b1=1/l1, R=r2+(RmL

Equation (2.10) includes state equation to eliminate the 

degradation of dynamic response for the undesired effects 

of core loss.

3. Bilinear Model to Estimate Rotor Current 

and Rotor Flux

A. Bilinear Model

It is necessary to know the values of rotor current and 

rotor flux to overcome the effects of core loss. But it is 

very difficult to measure the rotor current and rotor flux of 

IM practically. Therefore, the rotor current and rotor flux 

must be calculated or estimated from the motor parame-

ters and output information such as speed and stator 

current.

In this paper, an observer method for bilinear system8),9) 

is applied to estimate the rotor current and rotor flux. 

Equations (2.9)•`(2.11) can be written as equation (3.1)

     x1 A11 A12 xi All 0

 A21 A22 x2 04x2 A2

   x=Ax+Aiw(3.1

The stator current, which is measurable, is taken as the 

output and expressed as

   y= Cx (3.2) 

where

x-[xl, x2]T, xl=[Zld, Z1q]T, x2-[Z2d, 

    u-[vld, vlq]T, y-[ild, Zlq]T, AA12=[a12,

A21=[a21, 02x2] , A22 

Az2=

aul=arlll +ai11J, a12=ar121, a13=ar13I, a21=ar

    a22=ar22I +ai22J, a23=ar231 +ai23J, a32

    ail=a22=a33=-J, B1=

On•~m indicates a zero matrix with dimension n•~m.

Equation (3.1) shows that the state equations of an IM 

become a bilinear system in terms of the product of the 

input slip angular frequency and internal state variables.

B. Rotor. Current and Rotor Flux Estimation Method

From equation (3.1), the minimal order observer equa-

tion with an error correction term is derived as follows:

 x2=A21x1+A22x2+ wsA22x

        {(A11x1+A12x2)+wsAllxl+(3.3

where x2 is the estimated rotor current and rotor flux and 

G is gain matrix.

It is desirable to eliminate the differential term of the x1 

in (3.3) Thus, substituting a new variable as

    z= x2- G(3.4

into (3.3), x1 disappears as in (3.5)

   z=[D+wsDi]z+[E+wsE1y(3.5

We can define a new variable in terms of z and y as 

follows:

w=Fz+Hy (3.6

where D = A22 - GA12, D Z = A22, L =

   H=[I2 G]T, E=A21-

   Ei=-GAu1+D'G, F=[

From equation (3.3) and (3.5), the error dynamics is 

governed by the following equation:

e=z-(3.7)

e=[D+wsD1]e+[DU+EC- U

ws[DiU+EiC- UA1]x(3.8

For a given slip frequency Ws or rotor angular frequency 

ƒÖ m, equation. (3.7) is a linear system. Therefore, the error 

dynamics (3.8) is enough for estimating the rotor current 

and rotor flux at the constant ƒÖs or ƒÖm by satisfying the 

following conditions:

(i) DU+EC- UA=(3.9.1

(ii) DiU+EiC UAi3.92

(iii) L-~ UB,(3.93

(iv) FU+HC=K=(3.9.4

In order to satisfy the above r equations (3.9.1)•`

(3.9.4), it is required to properly choose arbitrary 

matrices G and U. Hence, we have chosen these matrices 

as:

   G=[g1I+g2J, g31 +g4J]T and U=[- G

The estimation error converges to zero not depending on 

x and input voltages vld and viq because the chosen
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matrices fulfill the condition (3.9.1)•`(3.9.4). Conse-

quently, the error (3.8) can be written as follows:

e=[D+wsD(3.10

For choosing the gain matrix G within stable condition, 

the Lyapunov's function can be taken as follows: 

V(e)=eTe (3.11

According to (3.10) and (3.11), the derivative of 

Lyapunov's function can be written as follows: 

V(e)=eT[D+DT]+ws[D1+Di(3.12

For the stability of equation (3.12) and convergence of 

error to zero, it is required to satisfy the following condi-

tions:

v) Di+D(3.13.1

vi) D+D(3.13.2

(vii) All eigenvalues of D+wsDi have negative real 

parts.

It is seen that the matrix Di is complex matrix without 

any real value and DiT becomes complex conjugate of Di. 

As a result, the condition (v) is satisfied and the conver-

gence of error does not depend on input ws. From the 

previous values and condition (3.13.2), the matrix N can 

be written as the following:

r11I nr12- ni12

nr12I + fli12J flr22

where

fr11-2(arl2g1-ar22), f112-a123 arl3g2+ar1

nr12 ar23+arl3gl-ar32+ar12g3, -fr22-

If we choose nr12=0 and ni12=0, the matrix N becomes a 

diagonal matrix. Therefore, g4, g2 and g1 can be chosen as 

follows:

    gl=(ar32+ ar23- arl

    g4=0, g2=ai23/(3.14

To become the matrix N as positive definite matrix, all 

diagonal elements should be positive. Since ar13 is posi-

tive, the value of g3 must be positive for the positive value 

of nr22. For the positive value of nr11 the value of gl should 

satisfy the condition g1<(ar22/ar12). It has been tested that 

the calculated value of gl from (3.14) is less than 

(ar22/ari2) if g3 is chosen less than 0.0001. We chose the 

value of g4=0, g3=0.00001 for simulation work. The value 

of g2 is changed with changing of speed and gl is changed 

Table 1 Real roots and value of g4 in different speeds

with changing of ƒ¿r32, ƒ¿r23 and ƒ¿r12. From above discus-

sion, it is cleared that the matrix N becomes a positive 

definite matrix. Also, the condition (vii) is as satisfied 

shown in Table 1 for different speeds at full load torque 

and equation (3.12) becomes

   V(e)=-eT(3.15

and by the well-known stability theorem of Lyapunov 

   Limt~~e((3.16

As the matrix N becomes positive definite, the proposed 

observer system is stable and the error converges to zero 

irrespective of inputs.

Combining equations (3.2), (3.6) and (3.7), we 

obtained

w=[FU+HC]x+(3.17

Since condition ( iv) is satisfied, then by (3.16) 

    Limt_~ w-Kx(3.18

Therefore, the dynamic system (3.5) is a stable Kx 

observer for (3.1).

4. Influence of Core Loss into Field Oriented 

Control

The ideal FOC of IM is illustrated in Fig. 2, where it is 

shown the rotor flux and torque decoupling control in 

terms of the stator d-axis and q-axis current. The posi-

tion of rotor flux is calculated using rotor speed and slip 

frequency values. Therefore, the manipulation of IFOC is 

implemented by setting the q-axis component of rotor flux 

and d-axis component of rotor current zero.

With the constraints for IFOC of IM, we can derive the 

following equations from equations (2.1)•`(2.6) at steady 

state condition:

   old=Mild (Ml2/Rm)W(4.1

Te-lgo2d+ (l2wel2q~'2d-weZl (4.2

ws=(r2M/Lr)[(ilq/o2d)-(we/(4.3

Rm=we(l2 i2q+ o d(4.4

where Pi is experimentally measured core loss.

From equation (4.4), it can easily be understood that 

the core loss resistance is a function of frequency and flux 

level, which is explained in detail in [2]. The frequency

Fig. 2 Ideal field oriented control representation
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and flux level characteristics of the core loss resistance 

can be derived at steady state condition using equation 

(4.4). The core loss resistance values have been deter-

mined experimentally whose procedure was explained in 

[2].

The first terms of equations (4.1)•`(4.3) are used for 

the case of ideal condition of FOC and others terms are for 

the influence of core loss.

It is clear from the aforementioned equations that the 

degradation is occurred where the reference value of rotor 

flux and torque are calculated only by using stator current. 

Consequently, the decoupling control becomes very com-

plex in the mathematical model and controller design.

To overcome the complexity of FOC in terms of stator 

current components, an IFOC in [2] has been proposed in 

terms of magnetizing current components. The rotor flux 

and torquee linear equations in terms of magnetizing cur-

rents are given2 as the following:

2d=Mi4.5

Te-P(M/l2)jmq(4.6

(Os= (r2M/l2)(4.7

ld= Zmd- (M/Rm)4.8

   ilq-(Lr/l2)imq+(M/Rm)We4.9

    vld-(Yl+Rm)Zld-RmZmd (4.10) 

   vlq=(rl+Rm)ilq-(RmLr/l2)im11)

The IFOC, according to (4.5)•`(4.7), is valid for steady 

state and it is sensitive to parameter variations. Using the 

equations (4.5)•`(4.6), the stator voltage, stator current 

and rotor current can be carried out as (4.8)•`(4.11).

For the compensation of undesired effects of core loss, 

we proposed the MIMO optimal regulator from the stand-

point of modern control for the voltage source inverter-fed 

induction motor drive. The position of rotor flux can be 

adjusted by the control inputs such as slip frequency, 

stator d-q axis voltages.

5. MIMO Optimal Regulator Control as

Compensation for Core Loss

The state equations (2.8)•`(2.11) show the nonlinear 

property of an IM drive. The optimal regulator theory is 

based on the linear system in an operating point. After 

linearization of state equations, it can be written in a 

compact form as following.

Controlled object: xc=Acxc+Bcuc+Ecdc (5.1)

 Output : ` y(5.2

where xe-[xcl, xc2, xc3, xc4,]T, xcl-wm, xc

C3-[Z2d, Z2q T, xc4 ~2d, 2q ]T, u= [u

cl-ws, uc2=[vld, viq]T, d= TL, yc=[yci, 

yci= w

yc2- [ 02d, ~2q]T

ac21 ac22 ac23 ac24 

ac31 ac32 ac33 ac34 bc31 0

2x1 02x2 ac43 ac44 01x2 

ac11= -D/J, ac13=(p2/J )[ 

ac14-(J2/J )[ Z2q, Z2d], ac21-[Zl

ac22--ar11I-(wsm ,ild+ws)J, ac2ac24=arl

ac31--[{Z2q-(w2g/l2)}, {Z2d+(

ac32-ar21I, ac33-ar22I -(wm+

c34-ar231+(wm/l2)J, ac43-ar32I, ac4

bc21-[Zlq, Zld]T, bc2z-(1/h)I, bc31-[Z2q, -

bc41-[W2q, -W2d]T, ecll

The state space model of the IM system transformed 

into the synchronous reference frame becomes a three 

input and three-output system as (5.1) and (5.2) . Equa-

tions (5.3) and (5.4) are obtained by transforming (5.1) 

and (5.2) into the discrete time form4),5), where the sam-

pling period is ƒÑ.

xc(k+1)=Ac(k)xc(k)+Bc(k)uc(k)+E

                                      (5.3) 

   yc(k)= Cc(5.4

Matrices of equation (5.3) can be defined as follows: 

    Ac(k) =eA~z Bc(k)=e~Acnt2)Bc Ec(k)=ecAcz

The error term e0(k) between the reference value R(k) 

and the output y(k) is introduced as a new state. 

   eo(k)=R(k)-y(5.5) 

    eo(k)=[ewm, e2d

where

R(k)=[w, (5.6

Here, R(k) is reference signal for the controlled variable.

The state feedback control is basically a proportional 

control, the steady state error may exist due to the model 

uncertainty. To remove this error, the deviation term 

x(k+1) between the state x(k+1) and x(k) is introduced 

as a new state.

   zx(k+1)=x(k+15.7

We assumed that all states of equation (5.1) are control-

lable and observable and that the equation shows the 

actual controlled object. An augmented system called the 

error system can be written as

eok+CA eok

zx(k+1o A zx

(5.8

Let us assume that the reference signal for speed control 

is a step function, therefore the state equation (5.8) of the 

error system can be written by the new variable as:

X(k+1)=P'X(k)+G(5.9)
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where X(k)=[eo(k) ƒ¢x(k)]T (5.10ƒÕ

: 10•~10 matrix, G: 3•~10 matrix.

It is clear that the sensitivity to the parameter variation 

can be attained as long as the error system (5.9) exists. 

The system (5.9) is controlled to be stable in spite of the 

parameter variations of the control object (5.1).

The performance index or cost function at each sam-

pling time k(k=1, 2, •c), J(k) is defined as

J(k)=2[X(k)TQX(k)+u(k(5.11

where Q is 10•~10 and R is 3•~3 matrices.

The matrix R is assumed to be symmetrical and positive 

definite, whereas the matrix Q is assumed to be symmetri-

cal and positive semi-definite. The matrices Q and R 

were chosen as following:

Q=diag [Qu, Q22, Q33, Q44, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

R=diag [R11, R22, R33]

By using optimal control theory [12], the control input 

can be derived easily as

   t u(k)=FBX5.12

FB=-{R+ GTPG]-1GT5.13

where FB is 3•~10 matrix.

To evaluate the feedback gain matrix, it is necessary to 

solve the Riccati equation in steady state. Then the 

matrix P becomes

P= Q + Y' Tpq - 'TPG[R + GTPG

                                    (5.14) 

According to the solution of (5.12) and (5.13), the poles 

of augmented system (5.9) lie into the unit circle12). 

Consequently, the design controller is stable against the 

variation of parameters and load torque disturbance of IM 

drive. To realize the control system by the simple block 

diagram, it is needed the solution of equation (5.12) as 

u(k)=Fe~eo(i)+Fxx(k)-Fxx(0)+u5.15

where Fe is 3•~3 and Fx is 3•~7 matrices which are carried 

out from the matrix FB.

Since the feedback gain of this method is derived from 

the linearization at operating point, it should be followed 

a look up table in terms of required implementation 

specific operating points such as speed and torque, pro-

vided that the appropriate feedback gain matrix values 

have been determined by simulation.

From the above equation (5.15), we can define that first 

term represents integral action, second term represents 

proportional action and other terms represent compensat-

ing action. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram for the overall 

system of proposed controller and observer system of IM 

drive.

Fig. 3 Overall system block diagram

The block involving exponential e-jƒÆe in Fig. 3 repre-

sents a coordinate transformation from a stationary to a 

synchronously rotating coordinate system given by

ild=ila cos ee+ila Si.16

    iiq= - ila sin ee+ its c5.17

The inverse ejƒÆe quantity represents the transformation 

from synchronous rotating to stationary coordinate sys-

tem given by

    ila-ild cos ee-ilq si5.18

   ils- ild sin ee+ ilq co5.19

The superscript * in Fig. 3 denotes the desired quantities. 

The voltage and flux can be transformed from stationary 

frame to rotating frame or rotating frame to stationary 

frame according to the same equations (5.16)•`(5.19).

6. Controller with Observer

The controller using MIMO optimal regulator was 

designed in section 5 to minimize the performance index 

(5.11) and the poles are placed into the unit circle of 

augmented system (5.9). Since the poles are located into 

unit circle, the controller is stable under the variation of 

parameters and load torque disturbance. The stability of 

observer system was established in section 3. Therefore, 

the controller and the observer system are stable individu-

ally.

This estimated rotor current and rotor flux are fed back 

to the controller. The augmented system (5.9) of control-

ler can be written as

  X(k+1)=?P'X(k)+Gi.\(6.1

Equation (6.1) differs from equation (5.9) by the fact that 

we use estimated values of the state variables. Now, the 

whole stability depends on the augmented system (6.1).

To show the stability of system (6.1) by Lyapunov's 

stability theorem, we chose the Lypunov function as fol-

lows:

   V[X(k)]=XT(k)Pw(6.2)
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where Pw is a positive definite matrix.

The equations (6.1) can be deduced as follows: 

X(k+1)=P (k6.3

where ƒÕc=ƒÕ+GF is closed loop matrix and F is feed-

back gain of system (6.1).

According to Lyapunov's stability theorem10), the follow-

ing condition should be satisfied for stability of system 

(6.1) in spite of the variation of parameters and disturb-

ance.

OV[X(k)]<6.4

From (6.2) and (6.3), the first difference of Lyapunov 

function can be chosen as

OV[X(k))=XT(k)[TPw'~-P6.5

From (6.4) and (6.5), it can be written as follows: 

T P
w~-Pw=(6.6

where Qw is a positive definite matrix.

If we chose Pw=P and F=F, then the Riccati equation 

(5.14) can be written as follows:

   ?1J~ P 1'~-P=-FTRF-6.7

Therefore, the expression for Qw can be written as fol-

lows:

   Qw=FTRF+(6.8

Since Q is positive semi-definite and R is positive definite, 

according to expression (6.8) Qw becomes positive 

definite matrix. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

controller system with the proposed observer is stable.

7. Simulation Results

In order to verify the performance of the proposed 

MIMO optimal regulator and observer for bilinear system 

of TM drive as shown in Fig. 3, simulations were carried 

out using Matlab/Simulink11). The ratings and parameters 

of the IM model are listed in Table 2.

The value of sampling period is chosen 75ƒÊsec. We 

consider the core loss power Pi is equal to 27 watts at 

rated condition. Using this value, the core loss resistance 

is calculated according to equation (4.4). The core loss 

resistance was considered constant for simulation study. 

The values of g1, g2, g3 and g4 used are given in section 3.

To verify the validity of proposed minimal order 

observer, the initial estimation values of rotor current and 

rotor flux components are chosen zero. Fig. 4 shows the 

response of proposed observer to estimate rotor current

Table 2 Ratings and Parameters of Induction Motor

and rotor flux components. The actual values given in Fig. 

4 at t=0sec are calculated using (2.1)•`(2.6) and (4.1)

•` (4.3) at steady state for 800r/min and full load torque. 

From Fig. 4, it is clear that the estimation values of rotor 

current and rotor flux components reach the actual values 

from zero values.

At time t=0.2, the actual values of rotor q-axis current 

and rotor d-axis flux are changed. In this case it is 

assumed that the IM runs into field-weakening region by 

increasing slip frequency 4.713rad/sec to 9.0rad/sec. By 

changing the slip frequency with 800r/min, full load 

torque, zero rotor d-axis current and zero rotor q-axis 

flux, the actual values of rotor q-axis flux and rotor d-

axis flux are changed and the others values are calculated 

using (2.1)•`(2.6) and (4.1)•`(4.3) at steady state. 

From Fig. 4, it is seen that the estimation values of rotor 

current and rotor flux components reached the actual 

values after changing the rotor q-axis current and rotor 

d-axis flux at t=0.2sec. These situations clarified that 

the proposed observer can estimate accurately rotor cur-

rent and rotor flux components of IM drive taking core 

loss into account.

The most important control object of FOC of TM drive 

is the constant linkage rotor flux that means ƒ³2d-constant 

with ƒ³2q=0 The core loss resistance Rm is calculated 

using (4.4) by taking the core loss power 27 watts. To 

verify the performance of proposed controller with 

observer system, the simulation work has been done where 

three cases are considered. The cases are as follows:

(i) Speed is changed from 800r/min to 900r/min at 

0.1sec with 50% load torque. Since the core loss 

resistance changes with frequency, the core is also 

changed from 268.61 ƒ¶ to 338.57 ƒ¶.

(ii) The load torque is changed from 50% to 100% at 

0.6sec with 900r/min. And the actual core loss 

resistance is changed from, 338.57 ƒ¶ to 349.76 ƒ¶.

Fig. 4 Rotor current and flux components estimate using the 

proposed minimal order observer system
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But it is assumed that the changing value of core 

loss resistance is unknown. Therefore, we used 

the previous value of core loss resistance i.e. 

338.57 ƒ¶ in observer and controller.

(iii) Stator resistance r1 and rotor resistance r2 are 

increased by 30% of each rated value at 1.1sec 

and it is assumed that the changing values of 

resistances are unknown. The rated values of 

resistances are used to calculate control input and 

estimate the state quantities. The actual value 

indicates that these quantities are real value of 

simulated IM drive and used value indicates that 

these quantities are used in controller and 

observer system for estimation.

In this simulation work, the values of g1 and g2 are 

calculated using (3.14) where g3=0.00001 and g4=0.0. 

The steady state values of rotor current and rotor flux 

components at 800r/min and 50% load torque are consid-

ered as the initial estimation values and the estimation 

values of rotor current and rotor flux components are fed 

back to calculate the state of augmented system (6.1).

Fig. 5 shows the response for step change of desired 

rotor speed from 800r/min to 900r/min with 50% load at 

t=0.1sec where R11=150.00, R22=10.0, R33=300.0, Q11=

0.05, Q22=105, Q33=5•~105 and Q44=2.0•~106 are used for 

the proposed control system. The values of weighting 

factor matrices R and Q are determined by trial and error 

method to obtain good performance. These figures also 

illustrate the comparison between the proposed control 

system and IFOC in terms of magnetizing current accord-

ing to equations (4.5)•`(4.7).

The actual speed follows the reference speed without 

any overshoot as shown in Fig. 5a after changing the step 

change of reference speed from 800r/min to 900r/min 

with 50% load torque at t=0.1sec. For changing the 

reference speed, the actual rotor fluxes and the generating 

torque are suddenly changed in transient condition but 

after some time the actual rotor fluxes return to the refer-

ence values shown in Figs. 5b and 5c and the generating 

torque returns to the load torque value shown in Fig. 5d. 

At t=0.6sec the disturbance load torque is changed from 

50% to 100% with 900r/min. The generating torque 

follows the disturbance load torque shown in Fig. 5d.

The generating torque can compensate the effects of 

disturbance load torque. In this situation the actual speed 

and the actual rotor fluxes are changed at transient condi-

tion and return to the reference values after some time as 

shown in Fig. 5a•`5c. As the actual rotor fluxes return to 

the reference values, the controller satisfied the require-

ment of FOC at steady state condition. From Fig. 5, it can 

be concluded that the speed control with the proposed 

observer system for FOC of IM drive is achieved under the 

variation of load torque. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the 

transient responses of proposed control system are better 

than those of the conventional IFOC.

To verify the robustness of proposed controller, stator 

resistance and rotor resistance were increased 30% of each 

rated value at 1.1sec. Fig. 5 shows the responses of 

desired speed and rotor fluxes for changing the resistances. 

When the resistances are changed, the actual speed and the

Fig. 5 Transient responses for step change of speed and dis-

turbance load torque with the variation of resistance
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actual rotor fluxes are changed at transient condition. The 

change of actual speed and rotor fluxes are almost negli-

gible. Since the conventional FOC is sensitive to the 

parameter variations, the actual speed and rotor fluxes 

cannot follow the reference speed and rotor fluxes after 

changing the resistances. From Fig. 5, it can also be 

concluded that the speed control with the proposed 

observer system for FOC of IM drive is stable under the 

variation of parameters.

Fig. 5e and 5f show the rotor a-axis flux in a stationary 

reference frame using the proposed control and field-ori-

ented control respectively. Fig. 5g and 5h demonstrate the 

resultant trajectory of rotor fluxes in a stationary frame 

using the proposed control and fieldoriented control, 

respectively. As demonstrated by the simulation results 

shown in these. figures, the flux responses using the 

proposed controller are better than those responses using 

the field-oriented control. Using the proposed control 

system, the rotor flux can be followed constant rotor flux 

magnitude as shown in Fig. 5g. Moreover, the flux phase 

error is almost negligible since the resultant magnitude of 

rotor flux is constant using the proposed control. In the 

case field-oriented control, the rotor flux cannot always be 

followed constant flux magnitude as shown in Fig. 5h. So, 

some flux phase error is aroused in the conventional field-

oriented control.

Fig. 6a•`6d shows the estimation errors for whole simu-

lation range from 0.0sec to 1.6sec for both the proposed 

control and field-oriented control systems. These figures 

demonstrated the estimation error in a d-q axis 

synchronously rotating reference frame. It is seen from 

these figures that the estimation errors are zero in steady 

state as shown in these figures from 0.0sec to 1.1sec 

where the parameters are known. And some error is 

occurred due to the change of parameters as shown in 

these figures from 1.1sec to 1.6sec. Fig. 6e represents the 

actual values and estimation values of rotor flux compo-

nents in case of the proposed control system in a station-

ary frame from 1.4sec to 1.48sec. Fig. 6f represents the 

actual values and estimation values of rotor flux compo-

nents in case of conventional field-oriented control system 

in a stationary frame from 1.4sec to 1.48sec. From these 

figures, it is clear that there have some error of rotor flux 

components due to the change of stator, rotor and core loss 

resistances. Fig. 6 ensures that the proposed observer can 

estimate rotor current and flux components accurately 

where the values of parameters are known and some 

negligible error is aroused where the values of changing 

parameters are unknown.

Fig. 6 Estimation error for changing speed, load torque and 

resistances

These situations can be considered as the high perfor-

mance control for FOC of IM since the torque is un-

changed (i.e. Te is constant which is shown in Fig. 5d) 

when the speed is changed and the speed is unchanged 

(i.e. ƒÖm is constant which is shown in Fig. 5a) when the 

load torque is changed. Also, the proposed controller is 

stable with the proposed observer system against the 

variation of parameters. In both cases, the rotor d-axis 

flux is constant and the rotor q-axis flux follows zero, 

which are the main constraints of FOC. It is seen that the 

high performance control for FOC of IM can be realized by 

three-inputs in order to take core loss into account.

8. Conclusion

A high performance control for FOC of IM with consid-

eration of core loss is proposed which is based on the
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MIMO optimal regulator control theory. To eliminate the 

transient and the steady state error due to model uncer-

tainty, the augmented system is incorporated. As the poles 

of designed controller are located in unit circle, the con-

troller is stable for variation of disturbance load torque 

and parameters. The performances of proposed controller 

are compared with those of the conventional indirect FOC. 

The simulation results confirm that the proposed control 

system is better than the conventional FOC.

The rotor current and rotor flux is estimated with the 

minimal order observer for bilinear system. The proposed 

bilinear observer is stable which is confirmed using 

Lyapunov's stability theorem. The estimation perfor-

mance of proposed bilinear observer is excellent. At last 

we can conclude that, by virtue of both the MIMO optimal 

regulator control and minimal order observer for bilinear 

system, the high performance for FOC of IM is very 

satisfactory not only at steady state condition but also in 

the transient condition.
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